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If G is a locally compact group, we denote by A(G) the Fourier algebra of G, by 
A(G), the set of all pointwise positive functions in A(G), and by P(G) the set of all 
continuous positive definite functions on G. We show that two locally compact 
groups G, and G, are isomorphic if and only if there exists a bijective linear 
mapping T: A(G,) + A(G,) such that T(A(G,)+) = A(G,)+ and T(A(G,) n 
JV,)) = A(G,)nP(G,). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let ,4(G) be the Fourier algebra of a locally compact group G [ 11. A(G) is 
a Banach algebra, but it is also an ordered vector space for two different 
order relations, namely, the pointwise ordering, and the, positive definite 
ordering, which is defined by the cone of all positive definite functions in 
A (G). 
Let G, and G2 be two locally compact groups. If a: G, -+ G, is a 
topological group isomorphism or antiisomorphism and c a positive real 
number, consider the mapping T: A(G,) + A(G,) defined by 
Tf=c.foa (l-1) 
for all f~ A(G,). It is obvious that T is an order isomorphism for the two 
orderings we described above. 
Our main result asserts that the converse is also true: If T: A(G,) -+ A(G,) 
is a bijective linear mapping such that T and T-’ are positive for both order 
relations, then T has the form (1.1) (in particular, T is a positive multiple of 
an algebra isomorphism). Thus the pointwise and the positive definite 
orderings in A(G) determine the group G up to isomorphism. 
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2 ARENDTANDDE CANNIkRE 
For abelian groups our result has the following interpretation by 
Pontryagin duality. Let G, and G, be abelian locally compact groups, and 
let - deno; e Fourier transformation. If T: L ‘(G,) + L ‘(G,) is a bijective 
linear maI ping such that Tf > 0 (pointwise a.e.) if and only if f > 0 
(pointwise a.e.), and (Tf)^  2 0 (pointwise) if and only if p> 0 (pointwise), 
then there c:xist c > 0 and a topological group isomorphism o: G, + G, such 
that Tf = c a f o a for all f E L’(G,) (Corollary 4.4). In a subsequent article, 
which deal ; with order isomorphisms of Fourier-Stieltjes algebras, we shall 
prove a geiieralization of this corollary to arbitrary locally compact groups, 
thus obtaining the full dual of the main theorem of the present article. 
Let us ir dicate the way which leads to this theorem. Our starting point is 
the following result of Walter [4, Theorem 21. Let T: A(G,) -A(G,) be an 
isometric Glgebra isomorphism. Then there exist s E G, and a mapping a: 
G, -+ G, w  lich is a topological isomorphism or antiisomorphism such that 
Tf (t) =f @n(t)) (t E G,) for all f E A(G,). 
Our firs1 step is to show that the condition of an algebra isomorphism T 
being isometric (as in Walter’s theorem) follows from the assumption that T 
is an order isomorphism for the positive definite ordering (Theorem 3.2). 
This result is of independent interest. It can be considered as a dual version 
of a theorem of Kawada [2, Theorem 11. 
In a second step we also replace the multiplicativity of T by an order 
theoretic n Ition. More precisely, we prove that an order isomorphism for the 
pointwise ordering is a weighted composition operator (Proposition 4.2). A 
combinaticn of the two steps with Walter’s result yields the desired 
conclusion (Theorem 4.3). 
From al inspection of both Walter’s paper and our proofs (notice in 
particular ;he repeated use of [3]) it is clear that operator algebra methods 
play a cr lcial role, as is often the case in non-commutative harmonic 
analysis (cf. [ 1 I). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Our ger.eral reference is Eymard’s fundamental work [ 11. Throughout 
this article G, G,, and G, are locally compact groups. The spaces LP(G) 
(p = 1,2, XJ) are defined as usual with respect to the left Haar measure on 
G. By 1: (; --) P(L*(G)) we denote the left regular representation of G; i.e., 
for s E G? 1, E IP(L*(G)) is defined by &f(t) =f (s-‘t) (t E G) for all 
f E L*(G). We use e for the unit of G and Z for the identity operator on 
L*(G). Otviously & =I. By VZV(G) we denote the von Neumann algebra 
generated in F(L’(G)) by all translation operators A, (s E G). 
A(G) is the Fourier algebra of G (see [ 1, Chap. 31 for the definition). 
Recall that A(G) is a subalgebra of C,(G), the algebra of all continuous 
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complex valued functions on G which vanish at infinity. With its own norm 
it is a regular (commutative) Banach algebra [ 1,3.2], and its Gelfand space 
coincides with G (the points of G correspond to multiplicative linear 
functionals by evaluation [ 1, 3.341). 
The dual space of A(G) can be identified with &V(G) [ 1,3. lo], the duality 
being given by 
0-i 4) =f(s) (fE A(G), s E G) (2.1) 
[ 1, 3.141. In particular, {A, ] s E G} is the set of all multiplicative linear 
functionals on A(G). 
A(G) is an ordered vector space for two order relations. The first one is 
the pointwise ordering defined by 
00 if and only iff(s) > 0 for all s E G. 
We denote the corresponding positive cone by A(G)+. The second one is the 
ordering defined by the cone P(G)nA(G), where P(G) denotes the cone of 
all continuous positive definite functions on G. We refer to this order relation 
as to the positive dejkite ordering, and for f E A(G) we write 
j-%0 if and only iffE P(G). 
To these orderings there correspond dual orderings in VN(G), which we 
denote again by > (resp. %-); i.e., if x E VN(G), let x > 0 (resp. x % 0) if and 
only if (f, x) > 0 for all fE A(G)+ (resp. for all fE P(G) nA(G)). 
Obviously, 
& > 0 for all s E G. (2.2) 
Notice that for x E VN(G) one has x 9 0 if and only if x is positive as an 
operator on the Hilbert space L*(G), i.e., if and only if x is hermitian and its 
spectrum is positive. In particular, since 1, is unitary for all s E G, one has 
1, s 0 if and only if s = e. (2.3) 
3. A DUAL VERSION OF KAWADA'S THEOREM 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T: A(G,) + A(G,) be a linear mapping which is positive 
for the positive definite ordering, i.e., T(A(G,) n P(G,)) c A(G,) n P(G,). 
Then T is continuous. 
Proof. (The lemma can be formulated and proved for positive linear 
mappings between preduals of von Neumann algebras and is probably well 
known in that generality, but for completeness we give the proof in the above 
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special cas:.) First we show that there exists a positive real number c such 
that II VII Wfll f or all fE A(G,) nP(G,). If not, one can find 
f, E A(G,) ?P(G,) such that I]f,]l< 2-” and I( Tfn]] > n for all n E N. Put 
f=CF=if,. Then Tf%TTf,%O for all nEN. Hence 
for all n E N, which is impossible. The lemma then follows from the fact that 
every fE A(G,) can be written asf=f, -fr + i(fj -f4), where& E A(G,) n 
P(G,) and I./J < Ilf II (j= 1, 2, 3, 4). i 
THEOREIA 3.2. Let T: A(G,) + A(G,) be an algebra isomorphism and an 
order isomorphism for the positive definite ordering. Then there exists a 
mapping (I: G,+ G, which is a topological group isomorphism or 
antiisomorphism such that Tf =f o a for all f E A(G,). 
Proof. T is continuous by Lemma 3.1; let T’: VN(G,) + VN(G,) denote 
its adjoint, First observe that T’Z = I. Indeed, since T is an algebra 
homomorp lism, T’Z is a (nonzero) multiplicative linear functional on A(G,). 
Therefore ‘r’Z = Iz for some s E G, . But T’Z b 0 because Z s 0; hence s = e 
(2.3). By 13, CorLllary l] it follows that T’ is a contraction. By the same 
argument (T’)-’ = (T-l)’ is a contraction. Hence T’ is an isometry. Since T 
is then an isometric algebra isomorphism, by [4, Theorem 31 there exist 
s E G, and a topological group isomorphism or antiisomorphism a: G, + G, 
such that (Tf)(t) =f (sa(t)) (t E GJ for all f E A(G,). Using (2.1) one 
checks imrlediately that T’1, = I, ; hence the first observation of the proof 
implies s = e. I 
Remark 3.3. In particular, Theorem 3.2 gives a dual version of 
Kawada’s :heorem [2, Theorem 11, which asserts the following: G, and G, 
are isomorphic as locally compact groups if and only if there exists an 
algebra isomorphism T: L’(G,) + L ‘(G,) such that Tf > 0 a.e. if and only if 
f>O a.e. f,r allfELl( 
COROLL.\RY 3.4. Let a: G, --t G, be a mapping such that f t+ f 0 a 
defines a iijection from A(G,)n P(G,) onto A(G,)n P(G,), then a is a 
topological group isomorphism or antiisomorphism. 
4. ORDER ISOMOWHISMS OF FOURIER ALGEBRAS 
Recall [ 1; 4.4,4.5] the definition of the support of an operator 
x E ViV(G; = A(G)‘: 
supp x = {,; E G ] for every neighborhood U of s there exists f E A(G) with 
sipport contained in U such that (f, x) # 0). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let x E W(G), x > 0. Then supp x = {s E G ]fir every 
neighborhood U of s there exists f E A(G)+ with support contained in U such 
that (J; x) > O}. 
Proof Let s E G and suppose that there exists a neighborhood U of s 
such that (g, x) = 0 for all g E A(G)+ with supp g c U. It suffices to show 
that s 4 supp x. Let K be a compact neighborhood of s contained in U. 
Using [ 1,3.2] one finds a function g E A(G)+ such that supp gc U and 
g(t) = 1 for all t E K. Now let f E A(G) be real valued and such that 
suppfcK. Then -IIf]], g <f < I( f ]loo g. Since x > 0 it follows that 
-llfllm(g,x)< (f,~)<llflL,(g,~). But by our assumption (g,x)=O. 
Hence (f, x) = 0. As the real and the imaginary part of an arbitrary 
f E A(G) still belong to A(G) [ 1,3.8], we have proved that supp f cK 
implies (f, x) = 0, and hence that s 4 supp x. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T: A(G,) -+ A(G,) be a continuous linear bijection. 
If T is an order isomorphism for the pointwise ordering, i.e., T(A(G,)+) = 
A(G)+ 3 there exists a bijective mapping a: G, + G, and a function c: 
G, + (0, a~) such that 
VW = c(t) f (a(t)) (t E GJ (4.1) 
for all f E A(G,). Moreover, 
T%s) = WW’(s>)l gW’W (s E G,) (4.2) 
for all g E A(G,). 
Proof As before T’: VN(G,)+ VN(G,) denotes the adjoint of T. Let 
t E G,, x = T’I, E VN(G,). We show that supp x is a singleton. In fact, by 
[ 1,4.6], supp x # 0, since xf 0. Suppose that there exist two different 
elements s,, s2 E supp x. Let Uj be a neighborhood of sj (j = 1,2) such that 
U, n U, = 0. Since x > 0 (by (2.2) and the fact that T is positive for the 
pointwise ordering) it follows from Lemma 4.1 that there exist functions f, 
gEA(G,)+ such that suppfcU,, suppgcu,, (Ax)>0 and (g,x)>O. 
Thus (using (2.1)) Tf (t) = (Tf, 1,) = (f, T’n,) = (f, x) > 0, and similarly 
Tg(t) > 0. Since Tf > 0 and Tg > 0 the regularity of A(G,) implies that one 
can find kEA(G,)+, k # 0, such that k < Tf and k < Tg. Put h = T-‘k. 
Since T-‘(A(G,)+) c A(G,)+ it follows that 0 < h <f and h <g. But h # 0, 
so there exists s E G, such that 0 < h(s) <f(s), h(s) <g(s). Hence 
s E U, (7 U,, a contradiction. 
Thus for every t E G, there exists a(t) E G, such that supp T’& = {a(t)}. 
By [ 1,4.9], there exists c(t) E 6 such that T’1, = c(t)&, . As T’ is injective 
and T is positive for the pointwise ordering we have c(t) > 0. If f E A(G,), 
then Tf (t) = (f, T’n,) = c(t) f (a(t)) for all t E G,. Hence T is of the form 
(4.1). 
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Similarly, there exist d: G, + (0, co) and /I: G, -+ G, such that (T’))‘A, = 
4s) 43w fc r all s E G, . Hence 
4 = W”)-‘A, = c(P(s>) W&m, 
for all s E s?,, and 
4 = VT ’ T’A = 440) 4%,,,,,, 
for all t E G, . Thus a is bijective and /I = a-’ and d(s) = l/c(a- l(s)) 
(sEG,). 1 
We are I.OW able to prove the main theorem. 
THEOREPI 4.3. Let T: A(G,) --t A(G,) be a linear order isomorphism for 
both the pcrintwise ordering and the positive definite ordering. Then there 
exist a positive real number c and a mapping a: G, + G, which is a 
topological group isomorphism or antiisomorphism such that Tf = c - f 0 a for 
all f E A(G,). 
Proof: t follows from Lemma 3.1 that T is continuous. By 
Proposition 4.2, there exist a bijective mapping a: G, + G, and a mapping c: 
G, -+ (0, co) such that Tf (t) = c(t) f (a(t)) (t E GJ for all f E A(G,). Since 
T’ is positive in the von Neumann algebra sense it follows that c(e)L,,,, = 
T//l, 9 0. l’hus Lace) 9 0. Consequently a(e) = e (2.4). Moreover we have 
]/ T’II = IIT’rII (this follows from [3, Corollary 11). As ]]&]I = 1, one obtains 
that c(t) = Ilc(t)A,,,,II = ]] T’A,I/ < ]] T’]] = /I T’&,(I = c(e) for all t E G,. The 
same argunent applied to T-’ shows that l/c(a-‘(s)) < l/c(e) for all 
s E G, . Since a is bijective we conclude that c(e) < c(t) < c(e) for all t E G, ; 
that is, c(t) = c(e) for all t E G,. 
Define c = c(e) > 0. Then c-‘Tf (t) =f (a(t)) (t E GJ for all f E A(G,). 
Hence c-‘YV is an algebra isomorphism. Thus Theorem 3.2 implies that a is a 
topological group isomorphism or antiisomorphism. 1 
We want to reformulate Theorem 4.3 in the abelian case. If G is an 
abelian locally compact group we denote the dual group by G and we use f 
for the Fotlrier transform off E L’(G). For f E L’(G) we write f > 0 if and 
only if f (t> > 0 for almost all t E G, and f + 0 if and only if&) > 0 for all 
x E G. Wit 1 these notations we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLL.~RY 4.4. Suppose that G, and G, are abelian. Let T: 
L’(G,) + L ‘(G2) be a bijective linear mapping such that 
(a) ‘y> 0 if and only iff > 0, 
(b) :y% 0 ifand only iff $- 0 (f E L’(G,)). Then there exist a positive 
real number c and a topological group isomorphism a: G, + G, such that 
Tf=c.foaforallfEL’(G,). 
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ProoJ: For an arbitrary locally compact abelian group G one has A(d) = 
(PlfE L’(G)} by [ 1, 3.61. Moreover, A(6)’ = VN(C?) can be identified with 
L”O(G) in such a way that the duality between A(d) and La(G) is given by 
(14) = J- fW(t) dt f or allfE L’(G), 4 E La(G). Finally f$O in the sense 
of Section 2 if and only if (f; 4) > 0 for all 4 E L”(G) such that d(t) > 0 for 
locally almost all t E G, and this in turn means that f> 0 as defined above 
W L ’ W 
To prove the corollary, observe that T induces a bijective linear mapping 
i? A((?,) -+ A(c,) by ff= (Tf)- for allfE L’(G,). Having in mind the iden- 
tification made above, one sees that the conditions (a) and (b) exactly mean 
that F is an order isomorphism for the pointwise and the positive definite 
orderings of A(G’,) and A(6,). By Theorem 4.3, there exist c’ > 0 and a 
topological group isomorphism /?: C?, -+ G, such that ff= c’ .$o /3 for all 
fE L’(G,). Using the Pontryagin duality theorem we get a topological group 
isomorphism a: G, --f G, such that /J&)(S) = ~(a- l(s)) for all x E 6,) s E G, . 
It follows from the uniqueness of the Haar measure that there exists c” > 0 
such that for everyfE L’(G,), 
i,, f(s) ds = c” j”$u(t) dt. 
Let fE L’(G,). For every x E 6,, one has 
Kf>-W = ?‘r&) = C?GIJoI)) = c’ !,, f(s)POl)(s) ds 
zz c’ -G f(s)&-‘(s))ds=c’c”j’ ij 
- G2f(4tN x(0 dt 
= c’cN(fo a)-01). 
By the injectivity of the Fourier transformation it follows that 
Tf = c’c” . f 0 a. Finally we put c = c’c” > 0. 1 
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